
AUTO 2.0 INTELLIGENT SPEED
CONTROL TECHNOLOGY

Walk three steps successively from the back of the running belt to the front. The screen changes 

synchronously according to the number of steps.

Utilizing human body infrared induction, Home Walking's running surface is divided into 3 

sections: speed up, constant speed, and slow down. The reference line on the right side rail is 

used to mark the user's movement trend. Your speed changes according to where you run. 

3-Step Walk to Start-up

Adaptive Speed Control Technology



INTEGRALLY-FORMED SMART 
HANDRAIL

Made of aluminium alloy by specially jointing 
process, the handrail is no screws fixed and 
the connection gap is merely 0.1MM, safer and 
more reliable

 

Exquisite Workmanship

The handrail’s mechanical buttons offer an 
additional option to control this machine, and 
with the easily accessible emergency stop 
switch, your safety is considerately protected 
while running.

 

Double Safety Guaranteed

Choose your needed exercising mode with the 
easily adjusted hydraulic armrest. The max 
speed is 8km/h when handle is lifted and is 
automatically adjusted to 6km/h when handle 
folded, which could meet your different needs.

Self Adaptive Speed Adjustment



Item Specification
Motor Drive 

HOME WALKING 
FLAT TREADMILL

Home Walking’s innovative infrared foot control 
technology, seamless-joining process, invisible bolt 
assembly and slip design is taking the home 
workout to a whole new level. Up to 90% of this 
machine is made of aluminum alloy, which 
maximizes the machine’ s structural integrity and 
durability while making the treadmill lightweight. 
WiWith easily adjusted hydraulic armrest, the max 
speed is 8km/h when handle is lifted and 6km/h 
when handle is folded. Home Walking offers 
manual mode and auto mode for users to select 
and switch over arbitrarily. The minimum height is 
9cm and maximum user weight is 120kg. Built-in 
Bluetooth stereo speaker is an additional feature for 
eevery user to enjoy the music during the workout.

SPECIFICATIONS

450W DC motor 

Speed Range 1–6 km/h

1–8 km/h (with handrail)

Running Surface 120 x 46 cm 

Control Mode Auto Mode

Remote Control(optional)

Net Weight

Manual Mode(with handrail)

30 kgs 
35 kgs (with handrail)

Maximum User Weight  120 kgs

Product Dimensions   
143.6 X 64.1 X 9.3 cm

147.5 x 73.5 x 9.3 cm (with handrail) 

Shipping Dimensions
148 x 68 x 12 cm  
151.5 X 75.6 X 12 cm (with handrail)  

Shipping Weight  
35kgs 

40kgs (with handrail) 

Console Display   LED Dot Matrix Display

Readouts Speed, Steps, Time, Distance

Entertainment Built-In Bluetooth Speakers

Handrail Function Speed decrease, Switch, Start, Emergency Stop,

Stop, Pause, Speed increase

Power   100-240V ~ 50 / 60Hz

Loading Capacity 20GP:239PCS/40GP:504PCS/40HC:576PCS

20GP:212PCS/40GP:437PCS/40HC:503PCS (with handrail)     



HIGHLIGHTS

Home Walking’s aluminum alloy frame, high 
density elastic running board, combine with an 
integral forming process of side rails and 
supporting frame, which all together make the 
machine as strong as it is smart. The sturdy 
base can withstand up to 120kg user.

Sturdy and Durable Construction

The handrail can be firmly fixed onto the frame 
to achieve an easy transportation with our 
delicately designed bidirectional folding locking 
mechanism. With a minimum height of only 
9cm, the folding treadmill be stored under the 
sofa, the bed or on the wall. Small footprint, 
easy storage, and portable type. 

Ultra Space Saving

Sync your smartphone with the integrated 
Bluetooth and play your favorite workout music 
through the on board crystal clear stereo 
speakers.

 

Hi-Fi Bluetooth Speaker

Durably built to withstand rigorous use by 
walkers and runners, Home Walking's Two 
Stage Deceleration Technology and Tensioner 
Pulley Device enable the motor to run 
powerfully and efficiently in a limited space. 

 

Powerful Dynamic System




